Knowledge Graphs (KGs) have emerged as the de-facto standard for modeling and querying datasets with a graph-like structure in the Semantic Web domain. Our focus is on the performance challenges associated with querying KGs. We developed three informationally equivalent JSON-based representations for KGs, namely, Subject-based Name/Value (JSON-SNV), Documents of Triples (JSON-DT), and Chain-based Name/Value (JSON-CNV). We analyzed the effects of these representations on query performance by storing them on two prominent document-based Data Management Systems (DMSs), namely, MongoDB and Couchbase and executing a set of benchmark queries over them. We also compared the execution times with row-store Virtuoso, column-store Virtuoso, and Blazegraph as three major DMSs with different architectures (aka, RDF-stores). Our results indicate that the representation type has a significant performance impact on query execution. For instance, the JSON-SNV outperforms others by nearly one order of magnitude to execute subject-subject join queries. This and the other results presented in this paper can assist in more accurate benchmarking of the emerging DMSs. arXiv:2004.04286v1 [cs.DB] 8 Apr 2020 2 We use human-readable names in our examples in this paper. However, Universal Resource Identifiers (URIs), which look like URLs and often include unique sequences of characters and numbers, are generally used to represent triples. 3 The JSON grammar is defined in full detail at:
INTRODUCTION
Knowledge Graphs (KGs) are logical and semantically rich data models able to represent real-world entities and their interconnections [25, 28, 44, 47, 58, 59] . Due to their flexibility and expressivity, KGs can be used in a wide range of domains including computer science, medicine, and biology, among others. Several KGs such as Wikidata, YAGO, and Bio2RDF, to name a few, are openly available with new content being added continually [37, 40] . As well, many private organizations such as Amazon, Google, Facebook, and Alibaba have created KGs for different purposes ranging from semantic search and recommendations to reasoning.
Based on the W3C recommendations, KGs are usually represented using Resource Description Framework (RDF 1 ). RDF is a directed, labeled graph-like structure for representing the content of a KG using a set of triples of the form <subject predicate object>. RDF represents subjects and objects of triples as vertices of a graph that are connected by predicates as labeled edges [11, 18, 23, 50] . RDF offers a simple representation for KGs. This simplicity can help provide an intuitive conceptualization of the real-world entities and their inter-relationships in many applications. However, RDF's flexibility, absence of an explicit schema, and the heterogeneity of KG content pose a challenge to Data Management Systems (DMSs) for querying KGs efficiently since DMSs typically cannot make any a priori assumption about the structure of the KG content [18, 49] .
DMS designers have employed a variety of design choices and architectures to tackle these challenges for querying KGs. For 1 https://www.w3.org/RDF/ © 2020 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). Published in Proceedings of the , 2020, ISBN XXX-X-XXXXX-XXX-X on OpenProceedings.org. Distribution of this paper is permitted under the terms of the Creative Commons license CC-by-nc-nd 4.0. example, a variety of exhaustive indexing strategies [38] , compression techniques, and dictionary encoding (i.e., to keep space requirements reasonable for excessive indexing) have been implemented by major native RDF-stores such as multiple bitmap indexes of Virtuoso or dictionary-based lexical values encoding of Blazegraph. A number of research prototypes have also been presented. For instance, [6] proposed a workload-adaptive and self-tuning RDF-store using physical clustering of the underlying data and [39] proposed an architecture, namely, 'RISC-style' to leverage multiple query processing algorithms and optimization. However, the problem of storing and querying KGs efficiently continues to challenge DMS designers [11, 13, 37, 49] .
Through this paper we hope to initiate a discussion on the efficacy of diverse JSON-based representations for KGs and employing document-stores for executing queries. Document-stores are typically the dominant option in the context of web applications. [15] presented a research prototype to enable documentstores to query JSON data in a relational database system through a mapping layer. However, to the best of our knowledge, the efficiency of employing JSON-based representations and documentstores for KGs data management purposes (i.e., storage and querying) has not received much research attention. In this paper, we explore the performance effects of query execution using different JSON representations at different scales.
Syntactically, any given KG as a set of RDF triples can be represented as JSON documents [4, 34] . In this paper, we synthesized three distinct JSON representations for KGs, namely, Subjectbased Name/Value (JSON-SNV), Documents of Triples (JSON-DT), and Chain-based Name/Value (JSON-CNV). We examined the effects of these representations on query performance by loading them on two prominent document-based DMSs, namely, MongoDB and Couchbase and executing a set of benchmark queries over them. In order to provide a comparative perspective, we also analyzed the execution times with row-store Virtuoso, column-store Virtuoso, and Blazegraph as three major DMSs with different architectures. We ran our experiment using three well-known and publicly available benchmarks, namely, BSBM, FishMark, and WatDiv at different scales. The benchmark queries were executed over each of the JSON representations separately and query execution times computed to analyze the effects of the different representations on KG query performance. Our results indicate that the representation type has a significant performance impact on query execution.
Our contributions include:
• Proposing three distinct JSON-based representations, namely, Subject-based Name/Value (JSON-SNV), Documents of Triples (JSON-DT), and Chain-based Name/Value (JSON-CNV) to store KGs using document-stores and execute queries over them • Comparative performance analysis and experimental evaluation of the proposed representations with row, column, and graph DMSs in supporting the different KG query types • Providing explanations for the apparent advantages of different JSON representations depending on the types of queries. These appear to be data locality and lower memory usage (i.e., because of lesser memory allocation to intermediate results). We also speculate that such locality leads to more optimal CPU cache (i.e., L2 cache) utilization. • Communicating clear scientific and practical guidelines to researchers and practitioners through summarizing the lessons learned from our journey and discussing some of the limitations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the details of the different JSON representations for KGs. Section 3 presents our experimental setup including the KG benchmark characteristics, computational environment, DMSs configuration, indexing, data loading process, and query implementation details. In Section 4, results of the query processing and related analyses are presented. We summarize the lessons learned from our research and discuss some of the limitations in Section 5. Section 6 highlights related work. We present our conclusions and future work in Section 7.
KNOWLEDGE GRAPH REPRESENTATIONS
In this section, we define the key concepts, e.g., a triple, a KG, a JSON document, etc. We also proceed to discuss the three distinct RDF/JSON representations that we have synthesized.
Preliminaries
Assume that E is a set of real-world entities (e.g., "New York") and L is a set of literals (e.g., numerical values, dates, etc.). Similar to [8, 21, 22, 29, 37, 45, 53] , we define the key concepts as follows: 1 depicts an example of a KG to describe the fact that the "Statue of Liberty" is a heritage site located in "New York". In this figure, "Statue of Liberty" is a subject, "located_in" is a predicate, and "New York" is an object. The content of this KG can be represented by the following triples 2 We define a JSON document with respect to JSON grammar 3 as follows:
Definition 4 (JSON Document). Given a collection of name (N ) and value pairs (V ), a JSON document D over N and V is a structure as follows:
where names (n i ) are identifiers and each value (v i ) can be: -An atomic value (e.g., a number, text, etc.) -Another JSON object -An ordered list (i.e. an array) of values Each JSON document can be uniquely identified by a distinct name/value pair usually called the "id" pair (i.e., the root of the tree).
JSON is a flexible data serialization format [54] . As the W3C recommended, 4 KGs can be syntactically represented using the JSON data format [4, 34] . In the following, we proceed to discuss the three distinct and informationally equivalent JSON representations that we developed for storing KGs and querying over them.
Subject-based Name/Value (JSON-SNV)
In the Subject-based Name/Value (JSON-SNV) representation, a JSON document D = (N , V ) consists of a name set N and a value set V . A name n ∈ N appears in a name/value pair somewhere in a JSON document. A value v ∈ V is from a name/value pair such that, n : v means v is the value for the name n. In this representation, the "id" pair is organized based on the subject of a set of triples. N is the set of predicates that are associated with the subject, and V is the set of associated objects. Fig. 2 shows the structure of the JSON-SNV for the KG depicted in Fig. 1 . This representation is subject-based in the sense that the "New York" as a value is associated with the "id" name. The "New York" is a subject and has three predicates, therefore, the JSON representation has four names (i.e., three predicates + the "id" name/value pair). Objects appear as values associated with predicates directly or inside an array. This representation is similar to the JSON-LD 5 and Talis' RDF/JSON [4] which are used in Google Knowledge Graph. 6 The JSON-SNV can be defined formally as follows: Definition 5 (Subject-based Name/Value). Assume that G is a KG and S G , P G , O G are sets of subjects, predicates, objects in the G, respectively. Let (s, p, o) be a triple of the G such that s ∈ S G , p ∈ P G , and o ∈ O G . Assume that U G is the set of (predicates, objects). A JSON-SNV document is then a representation for a KG, whose name/value pairs meet the following criteria: 
Documents of Triples (JSON-DT)
In the Documents of Triples (JSON-DT) representation, a JSON document D = (s, p, o) consists of three names and the associated values. "Subject", "Predicate" and "Object" are three names which appear in all JSON documents in the JSON-DT representation.
In each JSON document, these names are associated with s the subject, p the predicate, and o the object of a triple, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the structure of a JSON-DT representation for the KG depicted in Fig. 1 . We can see that "Statue Of Liberty" as a value is associated with the "Subject" name. "Predicate" and "Object" appear in all JSON documents and the associated values (i.e., p and o) are paired directly with them (no array is used in the JSON-DT representation). This representation is similar to the natural representation of triples as defined by W3C. 7 This representation can be defined formally as follows:
Definition 6 (Documents of Triples). Let G be a KG and S G , P G , O G be sets of subjects, predicates, objects in the G, respectively. Assume that (s, p, o) is a triple of the G such that s ∈ S G , p ∈ P G , and o ∈ O G . Then, a JSON-DT document is a representation for a KG, whose name/value pairs meet the following criteria:
Chain-based Name/Value (JSON-CNV)
In KGs, the object of a triple can itself be the subject of another triple. The information of such sequences of connected subjects and objects is appeared in JSON documents in Chainbased Name/Value (JSON-CNV) representation. In other words, graph paths are first-class citizens (along with the subjects and objects) in this model. Fig. 4 shows the structure of this representation for the KG depicted in Fig. 1 . In this example, three JSON documents are represented the "Statue Of Liberty" KG (the 7 https://www.w3.org/TR/n-triples/ Fig. 1 ). Obviously, KGs can have multiple paths which can represent redundant or overlapping edge sequences. For instance, such an overlap can be seen in Fig. 4 where "biggest_city_is" is appeared in all JSON documents. This is inspired by the concept of objectified paths for graphs [13] . This representation can be defined formally as follows: Definition 7 (Chain-based Name/Value). Let G be a KG and S G , P G , O G be sets of subjects, predicates, objects in the G, respectively. Then, a JSON-CNV document can be represented with the following structure:
is a finite set of connected objects, also called a path between a sequence of objects.
P n G is a total function assigning to every path a sequence of predicates κ: S G ∪ P G ∪ C G → Ω(Λ) is a function inserting objects of each chain and their associated values to a JSON document such that sets S G and O G may have some overlaps
Informational Equivalence
We draw on the literature [8, 20, 24] on schema mapping of relational/XML data models to show the informational equivalence among the three JSON representations. Such mapping describes connections between JSON representations to determine whether they reflect the same source data. We define the information equivalence of JSON documents as follows:
Definition 8 (Information Eqivalence of JSON Representations). Two different JSON representations of the same KG will be called informationally equivalent when it is possible to map the schema of one of them to another. The schema mapping process consists of:
where π and π ′ are two different JSON documents that usually contain the same pair of name/value using different structures. There may be some redundant or overlapping name/value pairs in the representations. However, the different JSON representations include the same information with or without redundancy.
Knowledge Graph Query Types
KG queries contain a set of BGPs (please see Definition 3) which are like KG triples. In each BGP, the subject, predicate, and object can be a variable. An example of a KG query 8 with a BGP is given below:
This KG query asks for the subject "Statue of Liberty's" type (from the KG in Fig. 1 ). It has one BGP where its object is a variable to return the associated value as the result (i.e., "statue"). KG queries can generally be defined formally as follows:
Definition 9 (Knowledge Graph Query). Assume that G is a KG, and µ is the resultset of matching a BGP against G such that µ(BGP) is a subgraph of G containing triples that are matched the query variables in the BGP:
• µ(BGP) = (all triples that are matched the query variables in BGP, such that µ(BGP) contains a subgraph of G including all matched triples). • |µ(BGP)| = (cardinality of µ(BGP), i.e., number of matched triples in the subgraph G).
Join Queries. As explained above, each BGP of a KG query returns a subgraph. This resultant subgraph can be further joined with the results of other BGPs in the query to return the final resultset. In practice, there are three major types of join queries: (i) Subject-subject joins, (ii) subject-object joins, and (iii) combination of subject-subject and subject-object joins [48, 49, 57] . These types of join queries are explained in the following.
Subject-subject Joins. A subject-subject join is performed by a DMS when a KG query has at least two BGPs such that the predicate and object of each BGP is a given value, but the subjects of both BGPs are replaced by the same variable. For example, the following query looks for all subjects of the KG in Fig. 1 that are: located in "The US" and instance of "statue" (the result will be "Statue of Liberty").
SELECT ?x WHERE { ?x located_in "The US" . ?x instance_of "statue" . } Subject-subject joins can be defined formally as follows:
Definition 10 (A Subject-subject Join). Assume that λ 1 and λ 2 are resultsets of µ(BGP 1 ) and µ(BGP 2 ), respectively (i.e., λ 1 = µ(BGP 1 ) and λ 2 = µ(BGP 2 )). We define a subject-subject join as follows:
• Join(λ 1 , λ 2 ) = merge(µ(BGP 1 ), µ(BGP 2 )) µ(BGP 1 ) in λ 1 and µ(BGP 2 ) in λ 2 , and µ(BGP 1 ) and µ(BGP 2 ) are compatible) • merge(λ 1 , λ 2 ) only consists of those triples such that the subject of all the triple patterns involved in the query Subject-object Joins. A subject-object join is performed by a DMS when a KG query has at least two BGPs such that the subject of one of the BGPs and the object of the other BGP are replaced by the same variable. For example, the following query looks for all subjects that are located within American cities (the result will be "Statue of Liberty").
SELECT ?y WHERE { ?x located_in "United States" . ?y located_in ?x . } Subject-object joins can be defined formally as follows:
Definition 11 (A Subject-object Join). Assume that σ 1 and σ 2 are resultsets of µ(BGP 1 ) and µ(BGP 2 ), respectively (i.e., σ 1 = µ(BGP 1 ) and σ 2 = µ(BGP 2 )). We define a subject-object join as follows:
•
only consists of those triples patterns which are consecutively connected like a chain within a KG
Combinations of Subject-subject and Subject-object Joins. This query type consists of combinations of subject-subject and subject-object joins. In other words, these queries consist of several subject-subject sub-queries connected via some subjectobject join queries.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section, we describe the benchmark KGs. As well, our computational environment and the DMS configurations are described in detail.
Knowledge Graph Benchmarks
We used three well-known benchmarks in this research. These are publicly available KG datasets with a collection of benchmark queries. These benchmarks are also recognized as major KG querying benchmarks by previous studies such as [17, 48, 49] . These benchmarks are as follows:
Berlin SPARQL Benchmark 9 (BSBM) [12] . The BSBM benchmark is built around an e-commerce use-case in which a set of products is offered by different vendors and consumers have posted reviews of these products on various review sites. The BSBM benchmark queries emulate the search and navigation pattern of typical users looking for products with similar properties. The benchmark follows specific rules that allow us to scale benchmark KGs to arbitrary sizes using the number of products as the scale factor. We used this benchmark KG in three different sizes, namely, 10 Million, 100M, and 1000M triples. 9 http://wifo5-03.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/bizer/berlinsparqlbenchmark/ Waterloo SPARQL Diversity Test Suite 10 (WatDiv) [5] . The WatDiv benchmark is designed to generate heterogeneous RDF datasets in which subjects of the same type (e.g., website or retailer) usually do not have the same predicates and objects. In other words, the WatDiv benchmark is designed to measure how a DMS for RDF datasets performs against queries with varying structural and selectivity characteristics. We used this benchmark KG in three different sizes, namely, 10M, 100M, and 1000M triples.
FishMark [10] . FishMark consists of a KG dataset with relevant queries derived from FishBase (i.e., a comprehensive database about the world's fish species and its popular web front end 11 to FishBase). This benchmark is triplified from FishBase into around 10M triples and is publicly available 12 . Table 1 shows the statistical information related to the above KG benchmarks. The RDF representations of these benchmarks are available in different formats such as N-Triples and Turtle. We converted these benchmark datasets from RDF/N-Triples syntax to the three JSON collections using a parser designed and developed as part of this project 13 . Each JSON collection is equivalent to one of the three representations described in Section 2. During the conversion, we performed a minor modification of the Table 1 : Characteristics of the Benchmark KGs that were used to run the experiments along with detailed statistics depicted from columns 3-6. The first two columns show the name and the nominal size of the KGs followed by the number of unique subjects, predicates, and objects. The last column depicts the total number of triples of each benchmark KG.
data by shortening the URIs that were obviously overloaded to correspond to several real-world entities. The semantic network and content (i.e., the total number of triples) of the datasets remain unchanged since we did not change any of the relationships between the triples.
Benchmark Queries. KG benchmarks usually contain four query forms, namely, "SELECT","ASK","DESCRIBE", and "CON-STRUCT". These forms are explained in the W3C portal in detail 14 . Similar to previous works such as [5, 17, 27, 49, 55] , our specific focus is on the performance of "SELECT" queries in this paper. We selected 23 representative queries 15 across the benchmark KGs. All or some of these queries have also been used in previous studies such as [5, 17, 49] . We ran these benchmark queries against the corresponding datasets using the DMSs. Table 2 shows the classification of the 23 queries as SS, SO, Co, and selective (more details in Section 2.6).
Benchmark

Types
Query Table 2 : Types of the benchmark queries. SS * : Subjectsubject join, SO * * : Subject-object join, Co * * * : combination of SS and SO
System Settings
Computational Environment. Our benchmark system is a Virtual Machine (VM) instance with a 2.3GHz AMD Processor, running Ubuntu Linux (kernel version: 4.4.0-161-generic), with 48GB 14 https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/ 15 All queries are available through https://github.com/m-salehpour/JSON-DM of main memory, 16 vcores, 512K L2 cache, 5TB instance storage capacity. The VM cache read is roughly 2799.45MB/sec and the buffer read is roughly 35.85MB/sec (i.e., the output of the "hdparm -Tt" Linux command). The operating system is set with almost no "soft/hard" limit on the file size, CPU time, virtual memory, locked-in-memory size, open files, processes/threads, and memory size using Linux "ulimit" settings. Data Management Systems (DMSs). We chose five different DMSs as follows: (1) Row-store Virtuoso (Open Source Edition, version 06.01.3127), (2) Column-store Virtuoso (Open Source Edition, Version 07.20.3230-commit 4a668a5), (3) Blazegraph 16 (Open Source Edition, version 2.1.5-commit 3122706), MongoDB (enterprise edition, version: 4.2.0), and Couchbase (enterprise edition, version: 6.0.2-2413-1). All or some of these DMSs have also been used in previous studies such as [5, 9, 12, 17, 49, 56] . We measured the performance of Blazegraph, row-store and columnstore Virtuoso as native RDF-stores to serve as the baseline in our experiment. The goal of this evaluation was not to compare DMSs like document-stores versus RDF-stores but to analyze the effects of the different JSON representations on query performance against the baseline DMSs and to establish a platform for replicable evaluation. Configuration of row-and column-store Virtuoso. We configured both row-and column-store Virtuoso based on the vendor's official performance tuning recommendations 17 . For example, we configured the Virtuoso process to use the main memory and the storage disk effectively by setting "NumberOfBuffers" to "4,000,000", "MaxDirtyBuffers" to "3,000,000", and "MaxCheck-pointRemap" to "a quarter" of the database size as recommended. We also used the latest version of GNU packages that are necessary to build column-store Virtuoso (e.g. GNU gpref 3.0.4, libtool 2.4.6, flex 2.6.0, Bison 3.0.4, and Awk 4.1.3). Configuration of Blazegraph. We configured Blazegraph based on the vendor's official performance tuning recommendations 18 as well. For example, we ran our experiments in the "Worm" standalone persistence store mode. We turned off all inference, truth maintenance, statement identifiers, and the free text index in our experiment since reasoning efficiency was not part of our research focus in this paper. Configuration of MongoDB. We used the default settings for MongoDB. We set MongoDB's level of profiling to "2" to log the data for all query-related operations for precise and detailed query execution time extraction.
Configuration of Couchbase. We used the default settings for Couchbase as well in which there is almost no limit to use the VM resources as a cluster with a single node. Indexing of Virtuoso. We did not change the default indexing scheme of Virtuoso (row-and column-store). As highlighted in the official website, "alternate indexing schemes are possible but will not be generally needed 19 ". More specifically, Virtuoso's (row and column) data modeling is based on a relational table with three columns 20 for S, P, and O (i.e., S: Subject, P: Predicate, and O: Object) and carrying multiple indexes over that table to provide a number of different access paths. Most recently, column-store Virtuoso added columnar projections to minimize the on-disk footprint associated with RDF data storage. Virtuoso (row and column) creates the following compound indexes by default for the loaded KG: PSO, PO, SP, and OP. Indexing of Blazegraph. As recommended in the Blazegraph's official website 21 , we did not change its default data modeling or the indexing schema. Blazegraph's data modeling is based on B+Trees to store KGs in the form of ordered data. Blazegraph typically uses the following three indexes based on the stored B+Trees for triples modes: SPO, POS, and OSP. For normal use cases, these indexes are laid out on variable sized pages. These index pages are read from the backing store and load in the main memory on demand (i.e., into the Java heap). However, Blazegraph takes advantage of a variety of data structures to execute queries when stored KG content is loaded in the main memory. For example, the underlying data model (i.e., B+Trees) is retained by a mixture of a ring buffer (hard reference queue), weak references, and hard references on the stack during the use alongside with a native memory cache for buffering writes to reduce write application effects. MongoDB and Couchbase Storage Layouts. We did not change the default storage engines of the document-based DMSs. JSON documents are stored directly by these DMSs 22 . Both MongoDB and Couchbase use key/value stores as their internal storage engine, i.e., by default, WiredTiger for MongoDB and ForestDB for Couchbase. These DMSs usually assign an arbitrary (and unique) identifier to each JSON document as a key and consider the document as a value to store them. MongoDB and Couchbase use different variations of B-Trees, to create indexes on the contents of each JSON document. Indexing of MongoDB. We created a unique index on those name/value pairs of the JSON representations that were representatives of subjects and predicates. Indexing of Couchbase. We created the same indexes as MongoDB for Couchbase. There are no differences between these two documentstores in terms of indexing strategies. Loading the benchmark KG. We loaded the RDF/N-Triples format of KG benchmarks into Virtuoso (row and column) by using the Virtuoso native bulk loader function (i.e., "ld_dir"). To load the KGs into Blazegraph, we used Blazegraph's native "DataLoader" utility 23 . We loaded KGs into MongoDB using its native tool called "mongoimport". In a similar way, we used Couchbase's native tool called "cbimport" to load JSON-based representations of KGs. 19 http://docs.openlinksw.com/virtuoso/rdfperfrdfscheme 20 In the case of loading named graphs, it adds another column for the context, called C 21 https://wiki.blazegraph.com/wiki/index.php/PerformanceOptimization 22 MongoDB uses the binary equivalent of each JSON document (i.e., BSON) for storage, in which the structure of each document remained unchanged 23 https://wiki.blazegraph.com/wiki/index.php/Bulk_Data_Load Shutdown store, clear caches, restart store. We measured the query execution times in our evaluation. This is end-to-end time computed from the time of query submission to the time when the result is outputted. After the execution of each query, we carefully checked to ensure that the output results are correct and exactly the same across different DMSs. To execute queries over each KG, the DMSs were reinstalled completely and all information related to previous installations was completely removed. For fairness, the query times reported for each DMS are averaged over 5 successive runs (with almost no delay in between) to account for any randomness and noise.
EVALUATION
We evaluated the effects of the JSON-based representations (i.e., JSON-SNV, JSON-DT, and JSON-CNV) on the performance of query execution. Our goal is to understand systematic performance differences, if any, based on the different representations.
Results
We ran the BSBM benchmark queries over the loaded JSON documents that corresponded to KGs of different sizes with 10 Million, 100M, and 1000M triples. The query execution times over the KGs with different triples are shown in Fig. 7 , in which X axis shows the different queries and Y axis shows the execution time of each query in milliseconds (using log scale). Note that for some queries, the maximum execution time exceeded the timeout threshold which is marked '0' in Fig. 7 . These results suggest that the document-stores with JSON-SNV representation has performance advantages (i.e., around one order of magnitude) over others for subject-subject join query types such as Q1, Q2, and Q4 (please see Section 2.6 and Table 2 for more details about different query types). For example, the query execution time over the BSBM with 10M triples for Q1 using JSON-SNV is less than 8 milliseconds using document-stores (i.e., 5. Fig. 7 also shows that JSON-CNV outperforms other JSON representations and DMSs by up to one order of magnitude to execute subject-object join queries, namely, Q10-11, Q16, and Q18 (please see Table 2 ). There are no significant differences across JSON representations with respect to Q20 as a highly selective query. In our experiments, different DMSs showed performance similarity for executing highly selective queries (aka, point queries). Aside from highly selective queries, JSON-DT performs slower than all other representations and DMSs for almost all other types of queries, especially at scale.
Based on Fig. 7 , the performance advantages of JSON-SNV for executing Q1-2 and Q4 remained unchanged at different scales. In a similar way, JSON-CNV displays better performance for running Q10-11, Q16, and Q18 in both lower and higher scales. The trends related to the performance of different DMSs are almost remained unchanged at different scales. Fig. 8 shows the results obtained from running the WatDiv benchmark queries. They indicate the performance advantages of JSON-SNV for subject-subject join quires (Q1-3) and JSON-CNV for executing subject-object join quires (Q4-6) by around one order of magnitude while more performance similarity can be seen in the execution times of Q7-8 as combined queries (see Table 2 ). Fig. 9 shows the execution times of FishMark benchmark queries. Document-stores (either MongoDB or Couchbase) outperform others by a factor of 2-8 for executing Q1-2 and Q4-7 (see Table 2 ). However, for executing Q3 and Q8, the performance differences are not significant across different representations and DMSs.
Analysis
To better understand the factors contributing to the performance differences, we present our detailed analyses below.
JSON-SNV Representation. In our experiments, the JSON-SNV with document-stores (either MongoDB or Couchbase) outperforms other DMSs by around one order of magnitude to execute subject-subject join queries (please see Section 2.6 and Table 2). Virtuoso (both row and column) and Blazegraph typically execute subject-subject join by scanning indexes for each triple pattern separately. The retrieved result of each triple pattern is kept (usually in the main memory) as an intermediary result. These DMSs then join different intermediary results to return the final result. Virtuoso (both row and column) and Blazegraph typically use a hash join algorithm for executing subject-subject joins over the intermediary results. For example, let L and R be two resultsets containing several triples that should be joined based on their subjects. The average time-complexity for typical input data is up to linear complexity O(|L| + |R|) for subject-subject joins in Virtuoso (both row and column) and Blazegraph. However, this complexity is up to O(log n), where n is the number of unique subjects for document-stores (either MongoDB or Couchbase) using the JSON-SNV representation with a constructed index on subjects. This is because all triples with the same subject have appeared in a single JSON document and the joining of triples with the same subject is equivalent to an index-based look-up querying of a given subject. Therefore, we typically expect to observe better performance from the JSON-SNV data model using document-stores for subject-subject join queries.
JSON-CNV Representation. As presented in (Section 4.1), the JSON-CNV with document-stores (either MongoDB or Couchbase) outperforms other DMSs by up to one order of magnitude for subject-object join queries (please see Section 2.6 and Table 2 ). Virtuoso (both row and column) and Blazegraph first execute subject-object join by scanning indexes for each triple pattern separately. These DMSs then join different intermediary results (of the index scans) to return the final result. Merge join algorithm is known to be an efficient algorithm to be executed for subjectobject join queries [27] . To the best of our knowledge, Virtuoso (both row and column) and Blazegraph have not implemented the merge join as part of their query processing engines. As a result, these DMSs use Index Nested Loop join to support subjectobject queries. The complexity of the Index Nested Loop join is quadratic on the average [26] . However, the document-stores have paths as first-class citizens of each JSON documents in the JSON-CNV representation (please see Section 2.4). Therefore, the complexity of executing subject-object join queries using the JSON-CNV with documents-stores is O(log n) on the average, where n is the number of predicates that are involved in a subject-object join query (i.e., with a constructed index on predicates). This is because all triples which are involved in the path have appeared into a single JSON document and the joining of these triples is equivalent to index-based look-up querying of given predicates. Therefore, we typically expect to observe better performance from the JSON-CNV with document-stores for subject-object join queries.
JSON-DT Representation. This representation is very similar to the natural representation of triples as defined by W3C 24 . In general, it does not perform as fast as other representations for most of the queries. This is because the JSON-DT represents KGs using a large number of JSON documents where each document holds a single triple. To execute queries that need filtering of more than a triple, JSON-DT firstly requires group triples together based on their subjects (or predicate/object depending on the query requirement). Such grouping before running each query makes query execution over the JSON-DT slower than the JSON-SNV and the JSON-CNV. However, it performs more similar to others for executing highly selective queries with simpler filtering. Because of the simplicity of the JSON-DT representation, it can be considered as a candidate for data exchange and integration of KG content.
The foregoing explanation suggests that JSON-based representations (with document-stores) perform better than native RDF-stores for subject-subject and subject-object join queries. We took a closer look at other queries like WatDiv-Q7-8. We observed that these queries contain combinations of subjectsubject and subject-object joins. In other words, these queries consist of several subject-subject sub-queries connected via some subject-object join queries. The performance of these queries may vary depending on the complexity of such combinations. Therefore, we found that no single DMS displays superior query performance for complex combinations of subject-subject and 24 https://www.w3.org/TR/n-triples/ subject-object queries. Furthermore, we speculate that creating aggressive secondary indexes (aka, compound indexes) over either the JSON-SNV or the JSON-CNV may provide better performance for this type of query as compared to Virtuoso and Blazegraph, especially at scale.
DISCUSSION 5.1 Limitations
Currently, the maximum size of each JSON document in MongoDB is 16MB and in Couchbase is 20MB. These document-stores reject JSON documents when its size exceeds the above values. Technically, the maximum document size in document-stores helps ensure that a single document cannot use an excessive amount of memory. JSON-based representations might be affected negatively by this. In our experiments, there were no cases in which the document size exceeded the maximum value. However, in principle, the size of JSON documents in the JSON-SNV and JSON-CNV may exceed the maximum document size depending on the KG content.
There may be limited redundant or overlapping name/value pairs in the representations. For write-heavy applications, this may cause write latency, however, querying KGs tends to be read-heavy (i.e., scan-mostly). Another issue that remains to be addressed is the automatic conversion of SPARQL to N1QL (i.e., Couchbase's query language) and JavaScript-like (i.e., for MongoDB) queries. In our experiments, we converted the benchmark queries manually and after the execution of each query, we carefully checked to ensure that the output results are correct and exactly the same across different DMSs and representations. It appears that no single DMS displays superior query performance across the highly selective queries and combinations of subject-subject and subject-object queries. However, the consistency in performance advantages of JSON-SNV representation for subject-subject join queries and JSON-CNV for subject-object join queries was found across different benchmark datasets. These results are likely to be generalizable. However, more experimentation is warranted before we can arrive at any firm conclusions.
In our experiments, we had three major query types. There may be other query types that document-stores are unable to execute as efficiently as native RDF-stores.
Document-based DMSs displayed performance advantages for query processing in our experiments. However, in addition to query processing, native RDF-stores (e.g., Virtuoso and Blazegraph) have important functionalities such as inference, incremental truth maintenance, and statement identifiers that documentstores are unable to deliver at this stage.
Lessons Learned
Locality. The main advantage of JSON-based representations for storing KGs is to increase data locality since all the triples related to one resource (i.e., a subject in the JSON-SNV and a path starting from a subject in the JSON-CNV) are located together. We speculate that such locality leads to denser data layout, more CPU cache (i.e., L2 cache) locality and more RAM locality and therefore increased overall performance on typical KG queries especially for subject-subject and subject-object join queries. It appears Virtuoso (especially the row-store version) and Blazegraph do not exploit the data locality and it can incur significant overhead due to buffer pool misses as compared to document stores.
Lack of Schema and Heterogeneity of the Underlying Data. KGs can represent and mix diverse data ranging from structured (e.g., DBLP) to unstructured (e.g., DBpedia). This structural flexibility has contributed to the widespread acceptance of KGs in a variety of domains. Such a structural mixture and flexibility poses a challenge to DMSs for querying KG content efficiently since DMSs typically cannot make any a priori assumptions about the structure of the data that is going to be stored. The lack of schema and heterogeneity of the underlying data makes KG querying a harder problem compared to relational data querying. However, we found that the employing of document-stores (e.g., MongoDB or Couchbase) and appropriate JSON-based data models (e.g., the JSON-CNV or JSON-SNV) offer the potential to outperform native RDF-stores (e.g., Blazegraph or Virtuoso) by several orders of magnitude, especially at scale.
Intermediary Result. We note that the performance of KG query evaluation tends to be dominated by the sizes of the query's output and more often its intermediary results. When a query contains more than a triple pattern, DMSs usually have to scan large parts of indexes for each triple pattern and then join the result of these scans. These index scans would produce large intermediary results. We observed that even when the query itself is very selective with small output, the size of the intermediary results can be still very large. The size of the intermediary result challenges native RDF-stores since unlike relational DMSs where most of the joins are foreign-key-based (either one-to-one or one-to-many), in native RDF-stores the index scans can lead to exponential growth in the size of the intermediate results.
Currently, DMSs usually use either of two techniques data compression or Sideways Information Passing (SIP) to decrease the size of intermediary results. It appears that employing these techniques to decrease intermediary results in native RDF-stores may increase the computation need of query evaluation process for the uncompression or additional filtering (for SIP) requirement. However, our experiments suggest that (especially at scale) the use of JSON-based data models leads to lower memory usage since less memory is allocated to intermediate results.
Query Diversity. It has been noted that beyond the heterogeneity of the underlying data, the KG query workloads also exhibit high variability. Our experiments suggest that the heterogeneity in the KG content query plan can be efficiently addressed by appropriate JSON data models.
Textual Values. We also found that textual values tend to be the most prevalent data type in a good proportion of the benchmark KGs. Our results show that the filtering of textual values is time-consuming especially when the text is lengthy. Given that typical queries over KGs need to touch a large amount of data (e.g., up to 70% of the whole data), textual value filtering plays a major role in query performance. It may be possible to convert some textual values to numeric values by using hashing and providing dictionaries. Such a conversion usually saves space and allows for more efficient access structures in some cases, e.g., textual resource identifiers and ids. However, this conversion cannot be typically applied on lengthier texts (e.g., comments, reviews, description, etc.) where textual filtering is a part of the queries. Fast filtering of textual values poses challenges for efficient KG query execution.
Multi-valued Predicates. We note that Multi-valued predicates tend to appear in almost all subjects in the benchmark KGs, e.g., Fig. 1 depicts a multi-valued predicate where "New York" is an "instance_of": "city" and "metropolis". We also observed that some predicates are repeated for a broad range of subjects, e.g., "id", "name", "type", "label", etc. These predicates are less likely to be a part of the filtering in query processing over KGs. However, the final results usually should include them for purposes like applying the sorting modifier over them. Multi-valued or high frequently repeated predicates degrade the effectiveness of index scans through decreasing selectivity of queries. In JSONbased data models, arrays are often used for storing multi-valued predicates. Queries for filtering such arrays typically involve long execution time since sequential scans of arrays can be timeconsuming. However, it appears that filtering multi-valued or high frequently repeated predicates using JSON-based data models with document-stores is still faster than native RDF-stores.
RELATED WORK
Efficient data management plays an important role in unlocking the full potential of Semantic Web applications. Early approaches such as [14, 35, 51] employed relational database systems to store the Semantic Web datasets. These systems typically store a set of triples by using a relational table with three columns resulting in low implementation overhead. Virtuso [19] and RDF3X [39] are well-known systems from this category. Abadi et al. [1, 2] represented some of the first studies in which the importance of data representation for Semantic Web applications using SQLbased systems was highlighted and the use of column-oriented DMSs (e.g., [52] ) was proposed. Over time, the emergence (and growing use) of KGs called for systems that can store and evaluate queries over them efficiently [16, 30, 36, 57] . In response, a variety of DMSs were proposed such as Virtuoso and Blazegraph. As discussed in comprehensive surveys such as [31, 41, 57] , we can classify the previous studies into several categories. We briefly review three major categories, namely, triple-based indexing, infrastructure configuring, and graph processing in the following.
Triple-based Indexing. Virtuoso, HexaStor [55] , and the Rya system [46] are three DMSs that are performing mainly based on indexing. For instance, the Rya [46] which is designed on the top of Accumulo 25 (i.e., a distributed key-value and columnoriented NoSQL store) created indexes on the all permutations of the triple pattern across three separated tables. The permutations include SPO (i.e., S stands for Subjects, P stands for Predicates, and O stands for Objects), POS, and OSP. The effectiveness of triple-based indexing solutions can be limited since querying KGs typically requires touching a large amount of data and complex filtering.
Infrastructure Configuring. JenaHBase [32] , H2RDF [43] , and AMADA [7] are three well-known DMSs that focused mainly on the importance of configurations of underlying infrastructure such as cluster segmentation, communication overhead, and distributed storage layouts. For instance, JenaHBase [32] proposed a custom-built data storage layout for query processing and physical storage.
H2RDF [43] combines the HBase 26 and the Hadoop 27 framework. H2RDF employed the Hadoop platform to provide a distributed query processing module by launching MapReduce jobs for queries that require touching a large amount of data. H2RDF+ [42] extended the H2RDF [43] by creating indexes on all permutations of triple patterns in distributed indexing tables. In other words, H2RDF+ [42] merged triple-based indexing and infrastructure configuration techniques.
AMADA [7] also exploited infrastructure configuration techniques by employing cloud computing to store and query data. In particular, AMADA stores the data in the Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3). The S3 interface attaches a URL to each dataset to be used later for the query processing. AMADA used Amazon Simple Queue Service (SQS) and virtual machines within the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) for the query execution.
Graph Processing. Some approaches have applied ideas from the graph processing world to handle KG querying such as Blazegraph, gStore [60] , and [33] . For instance, gStore [60] as a graphbased storage system models KGs as a labeled and directed multiedge graph. gStore stores the graph by using a disk-based adjacency list table and executes queries by mapping them to a subgraph matching task over the graph. Kim et. al. [33] considers RDF graphs as labeled graphs and applies subgraph homomorphism methods for query processing. To improve its query performance, it exploits optimization techniques and a Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA)-aware parallelism for query processing.
These and related studies like [3, 17] mainly focused on the importance of configurations such as the number of storage and computation nodes (i.e., cluster segmentation), storage file systems, and communication efficiency for improving the performance of query execution. However, the question of the effects of different data representations on query processing for Semantic Web applications has not received much research attention. To the best of our knowledge, our paper is one of the first in which the impacts of JSON data modeling on query processing in the context of KGs and document-stores is investigated.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have addressed the question of the effects of different JSONbased representations on query processing for KGs. To this end, we have synthesized three distinct JSON-based data modelings for a KG, namely, Subject-based Name/Value (JSON-SNV), Documents of Triples (JSON-DT), and Chain-based Name/Value (JSON-CNV). We analyzed the effects of these distinct representations on KG query performance. Our results showed that JSON-based representations have significant effects on the performance of query evaluation. In particular, we noted that the JSON-SNV with document-stores outperforms others (e.g., Virtuoso and Blazegraph) by around one order of magnitude.
Our results also suggest that queries over KGs are typically memory-bound rather than CPU-bound since there are usually a limited number of arithmetic operations and most of the processing time is spent on random memory accesses. Based on that, we speculate that focusing on effective memory usage, during planning for KGs representations, is often more effective than improving the computation algorithm. We have also discussed why the JSON-SNV and JSON-CNV outperformed others.
Our experience while building the presented JSON-based representations raised several interesting challenges and research directions that need to be addressed in the future, namely:
• Effective representations of multi-valued predicates • Serialisations and compression of high-frequency predicates • Replication of this research using more datasets and DMSs • Decreasing the amount of redundant information in different representations • Rewriting SPARQL queries to other declarative query languages such as N1QL automatically
